The key to the Dura Technology™ Process is Royalside™ Compound, a proven blend of the
world’s finest raw materials. This blend, together with our exclusive Dura™ impact modifiers
and premium ingredients, forms the base for a tougher, longer lasting siding.

TESTED TO PERFORM
Additional Premium Features
• Heavy gauge (.046") improves
structural rigidity for a straight, clean
finish that won’t warp, buckle or sag.
• Color-through process hides scratches,
ensuring your panels keep their freshly
painted appearance.
• Will not peel, flake or chip for
long lasting beauty and virtually
maintenance-free performance.
• The richness and natural beauty of a
low-gloss cedar woodgrain surface.

UV Tested
for Color Retention

Cold Tested
for Harsh Weather

UV tests ensure your siding provides
outstanding resistance to fading and
discoloring. This advanced color
retention is achieved by combining
Luran® S ASA, made by BASF, with
our innovative Royalside™ Compound
and Dura Technology™ Process.

Double Lifetime Warranty
Fully Transferable

Impact Tested
for Strength

Extensive impact tests are
conducted at 73°F (23°C) and
32°F (0°C) to ensure your siding
exceeds ASTM standards and can
withstand the elements, including
hail, under any condition.

Royal tests its siding against
brittleness at temperatures as low
as (14°F (-10°C)), ensuring your
siding will maintain its superior
durability, rigidity and structural
integrity under severe weather
conditions.

Royal is so confident in the superior
quality of this product that it is
backed by the most powerful
non-prorated warranty in the
business.

Luran® S ASA

• 3/4" panel butt height enhances
shadow lines for a realistic wood
look while strengthening overall
rigidity of the panel.

MEMBERSHIPS

LIFETIME

COLOR PROTECTION
WA R R A N T Y

• Windlok 240 system enables panels
to withstand harsh weather conditions
as well as hurricane force winds up
to 240 mph.*
• Double rolled nail hem ensures panels
are more secure, tighter-fitting and
can stand up to the highest standards
of structural performance.
* In testing, the Royal Woodland 16 installation system
achieved a test pressure of 151.49 lb/ft2. This equates
to a wind speed of 240 mph.

We’ve Got You Covered

A P P R O VA L S

• Exclusive Lifetime, Non-Prorated Warranty
• Fully Transferable to Lifetime Non-Prorated
Limited Warranty
• Covers Replacement Materials and Labor
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9826A
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ASTM D3679

• Lifetime Hail Protection Coverage
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COLOR PROTECTION
WA R R A N T Y

Standard siding overlaps every 12 feet, which
results in more seams.

Royal Woodland 16 panels cover larger homes
with fewer laps and smaller homes with no laps for
a beautiful, virtually seamless finish.

Standard 12' Panel

16' 4" Means a Minimum of 30% Fewer Seams

• Royal Woodland 16 premium long length siding requires fewer panels, making
installation easier and resulting in fewer seams for a more flawless finish.
Front Cover: Rustic Red from the Colorscapes collection in Double 4.5" Designer
and Endurance Railings and Columns in White for a beautiful and striking accent.
Shown Above: Double 4.5" Traditional in Soft Maple with matching Outside Corner Posts
and Traditional Square Architectural Series Columns. Royal Premium Louvered Shutters in
Moss add the final touch.
Shown Top Right Corner: Chesapeake Green from the Colorscapes collection in Double 4.5"
Traditional highlighted by Royal Louvered Shutters in Dark Green.

• Ideal for homes that are larger or whose surface area is particularly long.
• 3/4" panel butt height enhances shadow lines for a realistic wood look while
strengthening overall rigidity of the panel.

• The richness and natural beauty of a low-gloss cedar woodgrain surface.
• Color-through process hides scratches to maintain the panel’s freshly painted look.
• Will not peel, flake or chip for lasting beauty and virtually maintenance-free performance.
• Best warranty in the business.

The Royal Hidden Vent Soffit
provides superior airflow and
stain resistance in a beautiful
wood panel design.

Royal Woodland 16 in Natural Cedar
creates a clean, rustic look for this
sweeping ranch style home.

This home’s elegance and contemporary
appeal has been enhanced with
Double 4.5" Traditional in Charcoal Gray.

Royal Traditional Vinyl
Columns gracefully accent
this home’s exterior while
offering exceptional loadbearing support.

Royal Designer Shake gives
this home subtle, contemporary
elegance and a rich, natural
wood look.
5" Foam Reinforced
20-Foot Outside Corner
Post is a practical and
eye-catching
finishing touch.

Stylish yet sturdy, Endurance
Railing Systems add timeless
appeal to any home.

Royal Raised Panel
Shutters add a touch
of color and enhance
the architectural
appeal.

Royal Traditional and
Designer Accessories provide
the perfect finishing touch to
accent this home’s natural
beauty.

For a more timeless and sophisticated look
consider Royal Woodland 16 in Champagne.

Make a bold statement with
Royal Woodland 16 in Country Green.

Surround your home with color…

the possibilities are truly endless

Royal Woodland 16 features an exceptional color selection designed to give
homeowners the freedom to create their ideal home exterior. In addition to
11 of our most popular standard colors, Royal Woodland 16 is also available
in 14 deep, rich, UV resistant Colorscapes™ collection colors.
Whatever your color selection, from the darkest color to the lightest tone,
Royal Woodland 16 keeps homes looking like new. A statement we back
with a powerful color retention warranty. Royal is also proud to state
that all our colors are lead free and made with safe, family
friendly materials.
Revolutionary color technology combines
Luran® S ASA, BASF’s premium color-fast
thermoplastic, with Royal’s innovative
Royalside™ Compound and Dura
Technology™ Process
Provides industry leading UV
resistance and fade protection

Luran® S ASA

Add a distinctive touch with Board & Batten vertical siding

Weatherable thermoplastic
blocks out the sun to protect
dark colors, providing
homeowners with a
wider color selection

Printed colors may
vary slightly from
actual product color.

For homeowners interested in an accent panel or in creatively
exploring design options with vertical siding, Board & Batten
is an excellent choice. Because of the vertical configuration,
the panels make wall surfaces look higher.
COLORSCAPES COLLECTION COLORS

STANDARD COLORS

BOARD & BATTEN COLOR AVAILABILITY

Clockwise from bottom: Sage, Pebble Clay, Mountain Blue,
Victorian Gray, Champagne, Cypress, Sunflower, Rustic Red,
Heritage Blue, Country Green, Natural Cedar, Charcoal Gray,
Chesapeake Green and Hampton Blue

Clockwise from bottom: White, Sand,
Sterling, Linen, Vintage Cream, Driftwood,
Beige, Wicker, Harvard Slate, Heather
and Soft Maple

White, Linen, Vintage Cream, Sand, Harvard Slate, Sterling,
Wicker, Soft Maple, Cypress, Sage, Pebble Clay, Victorian Gray,
Natural Cedar, Heritage Blue, Country Green and Rustic Red

Shown Bottom Right: Royal Woodland 16
Double 4.5" Traditional and Board & Batten
vertical siding in Sand complemented with
Royal Premium Shutters in Black.
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